A Novel Methodology to Automatically Include General Track Flexibility in Railway Vehicle Dynamic Analyses
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ABSTRACT

The interaction between the rolling stock and the infrastructure plays a crucial role in railway vehicle dynamics. The standard approach consists of using a multibody formulation to model the railway vehicles running on simplified tracks. The track model can be rigid, if it comprises only a geometric description of the rail; semi-rigid, if it considers an elastic foundation underneath the rail; or a moving track model, if it comprises a track section underneath each wheelset traveling with the same speed of the vehicle. Despite their computational inexpensiveness, these approaches do not provide a
complete representation of track flexibility and disregard coupling effects with the vehicle and among the track components. This work proposes a methodology to automatically generate finite element models of railway tracks comprising its relevant flexible components, i.e., rails, pads, fastening systems, sleepers, and ballast or slab. The finite element mesh is generated based on a parametric description of the track that allows an accurate description of its geometry, including curvature, cross-level, grade, and irregularities. The methodology is demonstrated with a case study in which a track with a complex geometry is loaded with two different approaches. The first approach prescribes moving loads, which is a typical approach used to design or analyze the infrastructure. The second approach applies loads retrieved from the dynamic analysis of a complete vehicle. The results show the benefits of this method and reveal that prescribed loading underestimates the forces resulting from the vehicle dynamics, which is an important issue on curved sections.

1 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic analysis of a railway system involves a coupling between two subsystems: the vehicle and the track. This coupling, intimately related to the vehicle-track interaction, is handled differently depending on the subsystem being analysed. In general, studies concerning the dynamic behavior of the railway vehicle model the vehicle using a multibody approach \(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\). This approach allows predicting, over time, the motion
and forces of the system as a function of its initial conditions and external forces. A multibody system comprises a set of rigid and flexible components interconnected by joints and force elements 6–8. The joints can be modeled either by perfect kinematic constraints 1,9 or imperfect joints, such as bushings and clearances 10–12. The force elements are organized into passive elements, such as springs and dampers, or active elements such as actuators 13,14. The vehicle-track interaction is described with contact models between the wheels and the rails that take into consideration the rolling contact mechanics, and from which the vertical and lateral components of the wheel-rail contact forces are determined 15–19. In these studies, track modeling focuses on an accurate representation of the geometry of the track 20,21, while the flexibility can be represented with different levels of complexity 22–24. The least complex approach is to disregard flexibility and consider the rail a rigid structure 18,23,25. The moving track model is an approach that represents the track as a discrete cross-section that travels below the wheelsets with the same speed of the vehicle 23,26,27. Note that in the moving track model, the elements comprising the track are rigid bodies, and its flexibility comes from the springs and dampers connecting the bodies. The vehicle-track coupled dynamics model represents the vehicle as a multibody model together with a discretely supported system of elastic beams that represent track flexibility 28–30. A flexible multibody system approach addresses track flexibility by modeling the rails as finite elements on an elastic foundation 24,31–33. Finally, there are other approaches taking advantage of the finite
element method to include flexibility in the dynamic analysis of railway vehicles\textsuperscript{23,34-37}. These approaches decrease the expensiveness of the procedure by representing the track components as unidimensional or lumped elements, and employing reduction techniques, such as modal synthesis, or cyclic boundaries.

In contrast to railway vehicle dynamics where the assumption of track flexibility can be relaxed, track flexibility becomes essential in railway track dynamics. The dynamic analysis of a track can be performed using either analytical methods, the discrete element method, the boundary element method, or the finite element method. The finite element method is a popular approach where the rails are modeled as beams, the rail pads as spring-damper elements, the sleepers as either beam or continuum elements, and the ballast and sub-ballast as continuum elements\textsuperscript{38-45}. When the focus of the study is the track, it is common to use simpler vehicle models, such as prescribed forces, or assemblages of bodies interconnected by spring-damper elements\textsuperscript{38,39,46}. Although railway vehicle dynamics models the vehicle-track interaction three-dimensionally\textsuperscript{18,25,28}, track dynamics often assume the interaction to be vertical\textsuperscript{38,40,41,47,48} and seldom include the lateral interaction between the wheel and rail. The assumption of vertical vehicle-track interaction is only reasonable on straight sections, i.e., sections where the track geometry does not change over its length. However, railway tracks have curves, where the lateral interaction is important.
This work proposes a methodology to generate finite element meshes of railway tracks automatically given their design geometry, i.e., curvature, cross-level, grade, and irregularities. A realistic finite element track of Portuguese railways is used as an application example, and its dynamic behavior is analyzed to assess the difference between two different loading approaches. The first approach is based on the standard EN 1991-2 49, which uses prescribed moving loads. The second approach uses loads extracted from a multibody simulation that considers both the dynamic behavior of a railway vehicle and the wheel-rail contact mechanics.

The flexible track methodology proposed here opens the possibility to study the vehicle-track interaction in a co-simulation environment together with detailed vehicle models 37 in order to study the long-term behavior of the rail infrastructure. This approach can then be used together with suitable track degradation models 5,50–54 to develop decision support tools to promote the implementation of science-based maintenance strategies for the infrastructure and rolling stock.

2 METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING TRACK FLEXIBILITY

2.1 Railway Track Geometry

The geometry of a railway track is commonly described by three variables: horizontal curvature $\kappa$, cross-level $h$, and grade, as functions of the track arc-length $s$ 55,56, as illustrated in Figure 1. The cross-level, seen in Figure 2, is the height difference
between the two rails, and its purpose is to counteract the centrifugal force that tends to overturn the vehicle while curving; the grade is the vertical profile of the track and represents its ascending or descending slope. Transitions between constant curvature sections are assured by transitions curves, in which curvature and cross-level change linearly, as seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Track curvature and cross-level as a function of the track arc-length.](image)

The parameterization of the track geometry is described as a function of the track arc-length $s_c$. This parameterization defines the geometry of the track centerline $s_c$, by discretizing the curvature, cross-level, and grade into a set of points depicted in Table 1. Each point is characterized by a set of coordinates $\mathbf{r}_c = [x \ y \ z]_c$, and three orthogonal vectors $\left(\xi, \eta, \zeta\right)_c$ that provide an appropriate reference frame based on the cross-level of the track, as observed in Figure 2.
The geometry of the rails is obtained from the geometry of the track centerline. The coordinates of the left and right rail \( r \) are obtained using the track gauge, while the reference frames of the rails \((\xi, \eta, \zeta)\) are determined from the cross-level of the track and the rail inclination, show in Figure 2. The subscript \( r \) can be either \( lr \) or \( rr \) to refer to the left or right rail, respectively. An accurate representation of track geometry requires the left and right rail to be defined separately \(^{17,18,58}\), especially when the track irregularities are considered \(^ {21}\).

![Figure 2: Parametric representation of the track geometry.](image)

| Table 1: Parameterization of the design geometry of the track |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| \( s_c \) | \( r_c \) | \( \xi_c \) | \( \gamma_c \) | \( s_{lr} \) | \( r_{lr} \) | \( \xi_{lr} \) | \( \gamma_{lr} \) | \( s_{rr} \) | \( r_{rr} \) | \( \xi_{rr} \) | \( \gamma_{rr} \) |
| \( s_{c(t0)} \) | \( r_{c(t0)} \) | \( \xi_{c(t0)} \) | \( \gamma_{c(t0)} \) | \( s_{lr(t0)} \) | \( r_{lr(t0)} \) | \( \xi_{lr(t0)} \) | \( \gamma_{lr(t0)} \) | \( s_{rr(t0)} \) | \( r_{rr(t0)} \) | \( \xi_{rr(t0)} \) | \( \gamma_{rr(t0)} \) |
| ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... |
| \( s_{c(n)} \) | \( r_{c(n)} \) | \( \xi_{c(n)} \) | \( \gamma_{c(n)} \) | \( s_{lr(n)} \) | \( r_{lr(n)} \) | \( \xi_{lr(n)} \) | \( \gamma_{lr(n)} \) | \( s_{rr(n)} \) | \( r_{rr(n)} \) | \( \xi_{rr(n)} \) | \( \gamma_{rr(n)} \) |
Track irregularities are defined as the difference between the track design configuration and the measurements obtained from the inspection vehicles. The methodology presented here can include cross-level $\Delta h$, gauge $\Delta G$, longitudinal level $LL$, and alignment $A$, irregularities, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Similar to the track geometry, track irregularities are also defined as functions of the track arc-length and stored in a tabular format.

![Figure 3: (a) Parametric representation of the track irregularities, and (b) geometric parameters of the track.](image)

2.2 **Railway Track Structural Components**

The track exhibits a linear dynamic behavior under normal operating conditions. Therefore, the track model is built within the framework of the linear finite element method. The rails and sleepers are modeled using unidimensional elements, based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, with six degrees of freedom per node. Damping plays an important role in the structural dynamics of the track when subjected to the wheel-rail...
interaction forces. Proportional damping is assumed here. The rail pads are modeled using spring-damper elements connecting the nodes of the elements representing the rails and sleepers, as seen in Figure 4. Finally, the ballast is modeled by two sets of spring-damper elements, below the sleepers and in-between the sleepers.

![Figure 4: (a) Cross-section view, and (b) side view of the track model.](image)

The division into spring-dampers below and in-between the sleepers is due to the different characteristics of the ballast in these locations. The vertical elements between the sleepers and the ground account for the flexibility of the ballast below the sleepers, as seen in Figure 4, while the horizontal elements in Figure 4 (b) represent the interlocking action of the ballast. The ground represents the sub-ballast and substructure, which are assumed rigid for the purpose of the case study presented in this work.

Local absorbing boundaries, modeled as the spring-damper elements seen in Figure 4 (b), are placed at the ends of the track to attenuate, or eliminate, elastic wave reflection.
Note that spring-damper elements are, in fact, three-dimensional elements. However, in Figures 4 and 5, they are represented as unidimensional for the sake of graphical clarity. The spring-damper element presents translational and torsional characteristics in three perpendicular directions, i.e., each element can be thought of as six spring-dampers overlapped. The rail fastening systems and ballast inertias are modeled by adding lumped masses to the nodes of the finite elements.

### 2.3 Finite Element Mesh Generation

The generation of the finite element mesh of the railway track requires four sets of inputs: the track design geometry listed in Table 1, the track irregularities, the geometric parameters depicted in Figure 3 (b), and the properties listed in Tables 2 and 3. Note that the geometric and material properties can also be parameterized as a function of the track arc-length to allow for track sections with different properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element properties</th>
<th>Rail</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Sleeper</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young modulus - $E$ [Pa]</td>
<td>2.10×10^{11}</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.10×10^{10}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsion modulus - $G$ [Pa]</td>
<td>8.08×10^{10}</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1.50×10^{10}</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-section area - $A$ [m²]</td>
<td>7.67×10^{-3}</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5.6×10^{-2}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsional constant in $\eta\zeta$ Plane - $J_{\zeta\zeta}$ [m⁴]</td>
<td>2.21×10^{-6}</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.71×10^{-3}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second moment of area in $\zeta\zeta$ Plane - $I_{\eta\eta}$ [m⁴]</td>
<td>3.04×10^{-5}</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.6×10^{-4}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second moment of area in $\zeta\eta$ Plane - $I_{\zeta\eta}$ [m⁴]</td>
<td>5.12×10^{-6}</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.67×10^{-4}</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho$ [kg/m³]</td>
<td>7860</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh damping parameter - $\alpha$ [s⁻¹]</td>
<td>3.98×10^{-4}</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3.98×10^{-4}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayleigh damping parameter - $\beta$ [s]</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Properties of the spring-damper elements in the track model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element properties</th>
<th>Pads</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Ballast below the sleepers</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Ballast in-between sleepers</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical stiffness - $K_v$ [N/m]</td>
<td>2.50×10^8</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6.19×10^7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5.50×10^3</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral stiffness - $K_{lat}$ [N/m]</td>
<td>5.00×10^7</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1.00×10^7</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.05×10^5</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal stiffness - $K_l$ [N/m]</td>
<td>5.00×10^7</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.50×10^3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3.92×10^7</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical torsional stiffness - $K_{v}\tau$ [Nm/rad]</td>
<td>2.60×10^5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral torsional stiffness - $K_{lat}\tau$ [Nm/rad]</td>
<td>8.33×10^5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal torsional stiffness - $K_l\tau$ [Nm/rad]</td>
<td>4.69×10^5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical damping - $C_v$ [Ns/m]</td>
<td>3.00×10^4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral damping - $C_{lat}$ [Ns/m]</td>
<td>3.00×10^4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal damping - $C_l$ [Ns/m]</td>
<td>3.00×10^4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.94×10^4</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical torsional damping - $C_{v}\tau$ [Nsm/rad]</td>
<td>1.00×10^2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral torsional damping - $C_{lat}\tau$ [Nsm/rad]</td>
<td>1.00×10^2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal torsional damping - $C_l\tau$ [Nsm/rad]</td>
<td>1.00×10^2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumped mass - $m$ [kg]</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>226.41</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the track geometry information and the structural properties of the track components, this work proposes a methodology to generate the complete finite element model of the track systematically. Particular attention is given to defining the position of the finite element nodes. The structural elements are defined by three nodes, with nodes $i$ and $j$ defining the geometry of the element, and node $k$ defining its orientation, as depicted in Figure 5 (a).
2.3.1 Rail nodes

The position of the nodes in the finite element mesh defines the structure of the track. For each cross-section, the position of the structural nodes representing the rail finite elements is evaluated as

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_1 &= r_{lr} \\
    r_2 &= r_{rr}
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( r_{lr} \) and \( r_{rr} \) refer the left and right rail coordinates provided in Table 1. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the local node numbering of the track cross-section depicted in Figure 5 (b).

![Figure 5: (a) Finite element with structural nodes \( i \) and \( j \), and orientation node \( k \), and (b) cross-section of the track finite element model with local numbering depicted as \( i \).](image-url)
The position of the orientation node associated with a rail finite element is evaluated as

\[ \mathbf{r}_{k,r} = \frac{\mathbf{r}_{k-r-1} + \mathbf{r}_{k-r} + b}{2}\left(\xi_{r-r-1} + \xi_{r-r}\right) \]  

(2)

where the subscript \( r \) can be either \( lr \) or \( rr \), to specify the left or right rail, and the superscript \( s \) corresponds to the track arc-length. The variable \( b \) places the orientation node off-axis and can take any non-null value. Note that rail inclination is ensured by placing the orientation node according to the component \( \zeta \) of the rail.

2.3.2 Sleeper nodes

The positions of the structural nodes representing a sleeper, as seen in Figure 5 (b), are evaluated as

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{r}_3 &= \mathbf{r}_4 + \eta_c \left(\frac{L - L_1}{2}\right) \\
\mathbf{r}_4 &= \mathbf{r}_1 - \xi_u l \\
\mathbf{r}_5 &= \mathbf{r}_4 - \eta_c L_2 \\
\mathbf{r}_6 &= \mathbf{r}_7 + \eta_c L_2 \\
\mathbf{r}_7 &= \mathbf{r}_2 - \xi_u l \\
\mathbf{r}_8 &= \mathbf{r}_7 - \eta_c \left(\frac{L - L_1}{2}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where the quantities \( L, L_1, L_2, \) and \( l \) are the sleeper dimensions depicted in Figure 3 (b).

The distance \( l \) is evaluated using the geometric parameters of the track. Only one orientation node per sleeper is defined because all its elements have the same orientation.

The position of the orientation node associated with a sleeper is evaluated as

\[ \mathbf{r}_k = \mathbf{r}_c + b\xi_c \]  

(4)
2.3.3 Rail Pad Nodes

The positions of the structural nodes representing a rail pad in the cross-section are already defined. The element representing a rail pad is defined by connecting the rail node to the sleeper node, as implied in Figure 5 (b). The position of the orientation node associated with a rail pad element is evaluated as

\[ \mathbf{r}_{k,r} = \frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{r}_i + \mathbf{r}_j) + b \mathbf{r}_r \tag{5} \]

where the subscript \( r \) can be either \( lr \) or \( rr \), to specify the left or right rail, and subscripts \( i \) and \( j \) are 1 and 4 for the left rail, or 2 and 7 for the right rail.

2.3.4 Ballast and Boundary nodes

The elements representing the flexibility of the ballast in-between the sleepers are defined by connecting the structural nodes of consecutive sleepers, as seen in Figure 4 (b). Due to the cross-level of the track, each of these elements needs an orientation node. Their position is evaluated as

\[ \mathbf{r}_k = \frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{r}_n + \mathbf{r}_{n-1})_m + b[0 \ 0 \ 1]^T, \ m = 4, 5, 6, 7 \tag{6} \]

where subscript \( n \) refers to the sleeper number, and subscript \( m \) refers to the structural nodes of the sleeper shown in Figure 5 (b).

Boundary nodes are placed directly below the sleeper structural nodes and leveled at a particular height, as shown in Figure 5 (b). The elements representing the flexibility
of the ballast below the sleepers are defined by connecting the boundary nodes to the structural nodes of the sleepers. Since these elements lay in the same plane, only one orientation node per section is necessary. Nodes 5 and 10 are arbitrarily chosen to evaluate the position of the orientation node as

$$\mathbf{r}_i = \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{r}_5 + \mathbf{r}_{10}) + b\eta_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The positions of the boundary nodes at the ends of the track are defined based on the position of the first and last sleeper as

$$\mathbf{r}_j = \mathbf{r}_i + b\zeta_i, \quad i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The elements representing the local absorbing boundaries are defined by connecting nodes $i$ and $j$ in equation (8), and their respective orientation nodes are evaluated as

$$\mathbf{r}_k = \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{r}_i + \mathbf{r}_j) + b[0 \quad 0 \quad 1]^T, \quad i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The track comprises sections where the rails are supported by the sleepers, and sections where the rails are unsupported. Nodes 1 through 12 are generated at track arc-lengths corresponding to multiples of the distance between sleepers. Any other track lengths correspond to unsupported sections, i.e., sections in-between sleepers, and therefore, only nodes 1 and 2 are generated. The boundary nodes are fixed.

The correspondence between the numbering the rail elements and the arc-length of their nodes is stored in a tabular structure. This structure identifies the rail elements that
the wheel-rail forces are applied to while a vehicle is moving. Therefore, the numbering of the finite elements associated with the rails is of fundamental importance for an efficient search of the contact points in the wheel-rail contact. Furthermore, the numbering of the finite element mesh is also important to minimize the bandwidth of the finite element global matrices, thus improving the efficiency of the numerical solution process.

2.3.5 Track Irregularities

Let the finite element, in which wheel-rail contact occurs, connect nodes \( i \) and \( j \). The displacement and rotations of a cross-section of the element are obtained using the finite element beam shape functions as

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \delta_i \} &= \left[ A_e \right] \begin{bmatrix} N_i^{dd} (\xi) & N_i^{d\theta} (\xi) & N_i^{d\theta} (\xi) & N_i^{d\theta} (\xi) \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} \delta_i \\ \theta_i \end{bmatrix} \\
\{ \theta_i \} &= \left[ A_e \right] \begin{bmatrix} N_i^{d\theta} (\xi) & N_i^{d\theta} (\xi) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \delta_i \\ \theta_i \end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(10)

where \( \delta_i \) and \( \delta_j \) are the nodal displacements, \( \theta_i \) and \( \theta_j \) are the nodal rotations, all expressed in the inertial reference frame, \( A_e \) is the element transformation matrix from the local reference frame to the inertial reference frame, and \( N_i^{dd}, N_i^{d\theta}, N_i^{d\theta}, \) and \( N_i^{d\theta} \) are sub-matrices with the shape functions of the beam element \(^{69}\). Equation (10) is a function of the natural
coordinate of the element in which contact takes place, \( \xi = (s_r - s_i)/(s_j - s_i) \), where \( s_r \) is the arc-length of the rail up to the contact point, and \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) are the arc-lengths of the rail up to nodes \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. The track irregularities are not included directly into the finite element model of the track. However, they are taken into account in a scenario where the vehicle-track interaction is simulated online, and the contact model allows the vehicle and the track to exchange data.

The position of the rail is updated to include the track displacement and track irregularities as

\[
\mathbf{r}_r = \mathbf{r}(s_r) + \mathbf{\delta}_r + \mathbf{A}_c \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos \Delta \phi & -\sin \Delta \phi \\ 0 & \sin \Delta \phi & \cos \Delta \phi \end{bmatrix} \mathbf{\delta}_r^{irr}
\]

where \( \mathbf{r}(s_r) \) is the position of the center of the rail cross-section that includes the contact point, \( \mathbf{\delta}_r \) is the interpolated displacement of the rail cross-section, \( \Delta \phi = \arcsin\left(\Delta h / D\right) \) represents the roll of the track due to the cross-level irregularity, \( D \) is the distance between the geometric centers of the rails, as depicted in Figure 3 (a), \( \mathbf{A}_c = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{u}_r & \mathbf{u}_\eta & \mathbf{u}_s \end{bmatrix}_c \) is the transformation matrix from the track reference frame to the inertial reference frame, and

\[
\mathbf{\delta}_r^{irr} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \frac{D}{2} + A_n + \frac{\Delta G}{2} \\ LL_{rr} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \mathbf{\delta}_r^{irr} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ -\frac{D}{2} + A_n - \frac{\Delta G}{2} \\ LL_{rr} \end{bmatrix}
\]
δ_r is a vector compromising the irregularities expressed in the track reference frame, as described in subsection 2.1. Subscript r can be either lr or rr to refer to the left and right rail, respectively.

2.3.6 Example of Railway Track Finite Element Model

Figure 6 shows an example of a railway track mesh generated using the methodology proposed. The track consists of a straight section of 100 m, followed by a quarter-circular left-handed curve, a quarter-circular right-handed curve, and another straight section of 100 m, as depicted in Figure 1. The circular sections have a 50 m radius, and the transition curves are 10 m long. Note that the curvature, cross-level, and length of the transition curves do not respect the limits of the European standards 70. This example shows that the proposed methodology can model any track geometry given in the format described in subsection 2.1.
3 TRACK LOADING BY RAILWAY VEHICLES

Railway studies focusing on the track tend to simplify the vehicle-track interaction and disregard some aspects of the wheel-rail contact mechanics. This interaction is usually based on the assumption that both the displacement of the wheelset from the central position of the track, and the relative velocities are small. This assumption is reasonable in a straight section but does not capture relevant dynamic phenomena on a curved section. This work considers two different approaches that represent vehicle-track interaction in railway applications dealing with track flexibility. The first approach, referred to as simplified loading in this work, is used for structural applications in civil engineering and assumes that the inertia forces of the vehicle represent the vehicle-track interaction. The second approach, referred to as realistic loading in this work, uses a multibody model of a complete vehicle, and describes the vehicle-track interaction with a three-dimensional wheel-rail contact model. The resulting normal and tangential forces are used to load the track.

3.1 Simplified Track Loading

The simplified track loading approach assumes that the wheel-rail interaction is modeled by the inertia of the vehicle moving at a constant speed. The horizontal wheel-
rail forces are computed using the European standard expression for centrifugal loads on curved bridges: \( f'_{\zeta} = \frac{c_1 \kappa v^2}{g} f_{\zeta} \) \( (12) \)

where \( f_{\zeta} \) is the vertical force, \( \kappa \) is the track curvature, \( v \) is the speed of the vehicle, \( c_1 \) is a reduction factor, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, and subscripts \( \zeta' \) and \( \eta' \) refer to the vertical and lateral direction, respectively. The standard provides values for the reduction factor and vertical forces \( f'_{\zeta} \) depending on the type of vehicle that operates the track. However, since one of the goals of this work is to discuss the difference between the use of simplified and realistic loading, the reduction factor is ignored, and the vertical forces are computed as

\[ f'_{\zeta} = \frac{Mg}{n_w} \] \( (13) \)

where \( M \) is the mass of the vehicle, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, and \( n_w \) is the number of wheels.

3.2 Realistic Track Loading

The realistic track loading approach uses the wheel-rail contact force history obtained from the dynamic analysis of a railway vehicle running on a rigid track. The forces and respective points of application are determined by the wheel-rail contact model
proposed by Pombo et al.\textsuperscript{17,18,21}. This subsection is a brief description of the strategy, and a detailed description of the methodologies is found in\textsuperscript{17,18,21}.

The identification of the interference between each wheel-rail pair requires the parameterization of the wheel and rail surfaces. The wheel profile is defined by two sets of nodal points, one for the tread and another for the flange, as depicted in Figure 7 (a). Note that by describing the wheel tread and flange by two sets of nodal points, contact can occur in two different points simultaneously. The nodal points are interpolated to define the cross-section of the wheel profile as a function of the parameter \(u_w\). The cross section is then swept from \(\xi_w\) around the wheel axes \(\eta_w\), by the angle \(s_w\), to form the parametric surface of revolution that defines the geometry of the wheel. The rail profile is also obtained by interpolation of a set of nodal points as a function of \(u_r\), which in turn is swept from the origin of the rail along its arc-length \(s_r\). Figure 7 (b) depicts the parametric surfaces of the wheel and the rail. In both cases, cubic splines are used to obtain smooth surfaces representing the rails, wheel treads, and wheel flanges. This parameterization allows performing a contact search in which, upon identifying effective contact, the position of the contact points and their respective normal and tangent vectors are obtained.
Given the wheel and rail parametric surfaces, the contact detection problem is solved in two steps. In the first step, the candidate contact points are determined by geometric relations between the two surfaces, which are represented by the following nonlinear system of equations \(^{17,18,21}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
    \mathbf{d}^T \mathbf{t}_u &= 0 \\
    \mathbf{d}^T \mathbf{t}_w &= 0 \\
    \mathbf{n}_r^T \mathbf{t}_u &= 0 \\
    \mathbf{n}_r^T \mathbf{t}_w &= 0
\end{align*}
\]  

Figure 7: (a) Profiles of the wheel tread, wheel flange, and rail, their (b) parametric surfaces, and (c) search for candidate points between two contact surfaces. \(^{37}\)
where \( \mathbf{d} \) is the vector between the candidate contact points, \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector, \( \mathbf{t}_u \) and \( \mathbf{t}_w \) are the tangent vectors, all defined as functions of the surface parameters \( s_r, u_r, s_w, \) and \( u_w \), as represented in Figure 7 (c).

The second step is to assess if there is an interference between the surfaces. The interference condition is evaluated as

\[
\mathbf{d}^\top \mathbf{n} > 0 \quad (15)
\]

When equation (15) is fulfilled for a particular contact pair, there is contact between the wheel and the rail, and the normal and tangential forces are evaluated. The normal force is evaluated using a Hertzian contact model with hysteresis damping as\(^7\(^1\),\(^7\(^2\)

\[
f_n = K \left( 1 + \frac{3(1-e)}{4} \frac{\dot{\delta}}{\dot{\delta}_{\text{max}}} \right) \delta^{1.5} \quad (16)
\]

where \( K \) is the stiffness constant related to the geometry and material properties of the surfaces in contact, \( e \) is the coefficient of restitution, \( \delta \) is the amount of interference between the surfaces, \( \dot{\delta} \) is the interference velocity, and \( \dot{\delta}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum value of \( \dot{\delta} \) during the interference.

The tangential forces are evaluated using the method proposed by Polach\(^1\) in which the longitudinal force is calculated as

\[
f_{\xi} = f \frac{u_{\xi}}{v_c} \quad (17)
\]
and the lateral force is evaluated as

\[ f_n = f \frac{u_z}{u_c} + f_{\eta \phi} \frac{\phi}{u_c} \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where \( f \) is the tangential contact force caused by longitudinal and lateral relative velocities between the contacting surfaces, generally designated as creepages in rolling contact, \( u_z \), \( u_\eta \), and \( \phi \) are the longitudinal, lateral, and spin creepages at the point of contact, \( u_c \) is the modified translational creepage, which accounts for the effect of spin creepage, and \( f_{\eta \phi} \) is the lateral tangential force due to spin creepage.

### 3.3 Wheel Loading in the Finite Element Track Model

The dynamic equilibrium equations of the railway track model are written as

\[ M \ddot{u} + C \dot{u} + K u = f \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where \( M \), \( C \), and \( K \) are the finite element global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, and \( \ddot{u} \), \( \dot{u} \), \( u \) and \( f \) are the acceleration, velocity, displacement, and force vectors, respectively. The global matrices \( M \), \( C \), and \( K \) are built by assembling the individual finite element matrices according to the topology of the track mesh. The force vector \( f \) is evaluated during the time integration, at every time step, and represents the equivalent wheel-rail contact forces and moments. The force vector is computed from a time history
of the wheel-rail forces and contact parameters retrieved from the dynamic analysis of the railway vehicle.

In the wheel-rail contact model described, the contact forces are applied on the surface of the rail. However, the beam element used to describe the rails only models their geometric center. Furthermore, the wheel-rail forces move along the rails, but the finite element method requires that the lumped forces are applied to the nodes of the elements. Therefore, an equivalent force \( f_e \), and a transport moment \( n_e \), are evaluated using the contact forces and applied to the geometric center of the rail as depicted in Figure 8 (a). This equivalent force system is then transferred to the nodes of the finite element beam representing the rails, as observed in Figure 8 (c) and (d).

The equivalent force system at the geometric center of the beam is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_e &= f_{tr} + f_{fl} \\
    n_e &= s_{tr} f_{tr} + s_{fl} f_{fl}
\end{align*}
\]  

(20)

where \( s_{tr} \) and \( s_{fl} \) are the contact position vectors with respect to the cross-section center defined in the inertial reference frame. The transformation of the contact position points from the rail cross-section to the inertial reference frame is obtained by \( s_{tr} = A_r s_{tr}' \) and \( s_{fl} = A_r s_{fl}' \) with the transformation matrix \( A_r = [u_\xi \ u_\eta \ u_\zeta] \). In this notation, \( \mathbf{\vec{v}} \) is used to represent the cross product as matrix multiplication using a skew-symmetric
matrix built with the components of $\mathbf{v}$. The equivalent force system is also easily adapted to accommodate the simplified loading by considering

$$
\mathbf{f}_e = \mathbf{A} f_{\text{simplified}} \\
\mathbf{n}_e = \mathbf{0}
$$

where $\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{u}_z & \mathbf{u}_y & \mathbf{u}_x \end{bmatrix}$ is the transformation matrix from the simplified force reference frame to the inertial reference frame, as seen in Figure 8 (b), and $\mathbf{f}_{\text{simplified}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & f_{\eta'} & f_{\zeta'} \end{bmatrix}$ is a force vector built with the forces described in subsection 3.1.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8: (a) Equivalent force system due to realistic loading, (b) equivalent force system due to simplified loading, (c) wheel-rail contact force along the rail element, and (d) forces on the nodes of the rail finite element.

Finally, the equivalent forces system is transferred to the nodes of the elements representing the rails using the beam shape functions as
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_i \\
  n_i \\
  f_j \\
  n_j
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  A_e \\
  A_e \\
  A_e \\
  A_e
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  N_{i}^{dd}(\xi) & N_{i}^{d\theta}(\xi) & N_{i}^{dd}(\xi) & N_{i}^{d\theta}(\xi)
  N_{j}^{dd}(\xi) & N_{j}^{d\theta}(\xi) & N_{j}^{dd}(\xi) & N_{j}^{d\theta}(\xi)
\end{bmatrix}^T
\begin{bmatrix}
  A_e \\
  A_e
\end{bmatrix}^T
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_e \\
  n_e
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(22)

where \( f_i, f_j, n_i, \) and \( n_j \) are the forces and moments applied to nodes \( i \) and \( j \), and \( A_e \) is the finite element transformation matrix from the local reference frame to the inertial reference frame. The remaining variables were described in equation (10).

The dynamic equilibrium equations of the track are solved using an integration algorithm based on the implicit Newmark trapezoidal rule due to its unconditional stability when used implicitly \(^{59}\). However, note that the methodology described here is independent of the algorithm chosen for time integration.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Case Study – Suburban Track Line

A case study demonstrates the methodologies described in this work. A finite element model of a Portuguese railway track is generated and its dynamic behavior is analyzed using the two alternative loading approaches described in section 3. The track comprises a straight section, followed by a right-hand curve, a straight section, a left-
handed curve, and another straight section, as seen in Figure 9. The track has an Iberian gauge with UIC60 rail profiles and a 1/20 inclination. Tables 2 and 3 compile the properties used for the finite element track model. For both loading approaches, i.e., the simplified and realistic loading, the vehicle moves at a constant speed of 60 km/h, which is the maximum allowed speed for this track. The realistic loading of the railway track is obtained by performing a dynamic analysis of a passenger train running on a rigid track with the same geometry as that of the finite element model. The vehicle analysis uses new UIC60 and S1002 profiles for the rails and wheels, respectively. Both the rigid track used in vehicle analysis and the finite element track model are free from irregularities.

The simulation results selected for the discussion are the evolution of wheel-rail forces along the track length and the displacement of the rails over time at selected track lengths. The rail displacements are analyzed at the 675.3 and 1055.7 m marks, depicted as black dots in Figure 9. These track lengths correspond to the middle of a straight section and the middle of a curved section, where a steady state of the vehicle dynamics is expected.
4.2 Evolution of the wheel-rail forces

In the following subsections, the vertical direction is defined by a vector with components $[0 \ 0 \ 1]^T$, while the lateral direction is defined by the cross product between the vertical direction and the rail tangent vector $\xi_r$. Figure 10 depicts the vertical and lateral net force on the rails obtained with the two alternative loading approaches. For both approaches, the net force on the rails shows a good agreement. The realistic forces exhibit peaks because the loading was extracted from a vehicle running on a perfectly rigid track. When the wheelset enters or exits a curve, there is a sudden interference in
the contact model without any damping from the rail, which increases the contact force for a few time steps. Despite showing that the net force of the two approaches is nearly identical, the comparison does not provide enough information on how the loads are transmitted to the track. The loads are transmitted from the wheelsets to the track via several contact points, with the forces at each point depending on the dynamic behavior of the vehicle. The simplified loading lacks this physical coherence that is inherent to the realistic loading approach.
A passenger railway vehicle generally comprises two bogie frames, front and rear, with each bogie frame comprising two wheelsets, leading and trailing. Although the wheel-rail forces of the front and rear bogie are not the same, they present a similar evolution over the track length. Therefore, Figures 11 and 12 provide a comparison between the two loading approaches of the wheel-rail forces of the front bogie. The Figures only depict one wheel of the simplified loading approach because this method
prescribes the same load to every wheel. The realistic and simplified loading show a good agreement in both the vertical and lateral direction over the straight sections. Note that after the first curve, the vertical forces due to the realistic loading show a damped oscillation around those of the simplified loading.

On the other hand, there is no agreement between the loading approaches in either direction over the curved sections. In the vertical direction, the realistic loading captures the weight transfer that occurs to the outer rails, as observed in Figures 11 and 12, which is prevalent on the leading wheelset. On the lateral direction, contrary to the simplified loading, the forces applied on each wheel due to the realistic loading present different magnitudes. The realistic loading subjects the leading wheelset to higher loads than those in the trailing wheelsets, with the forces on each wheel presenting opposite directions. Furthermore, when compared to the simplified loading, the leading wheelset is subjected to higher loads, while the trailing wheelset is subjected to lower loads. The prediction of the wheel-rail loads provided by the two loading approaches is significantly different. The realistic loading shows that the assumption of equal distribution of the lateral net force over the rails is not accurate. Finally, considering the direction of the loads, the evolution of the simplified loading represents an underestimation of the realistic load on the outer wheel of a curved track section.
Figure 11: Wheel-rail forces of the front bogie leading wheelset.
Figure 12: Wheel-rail forces of the front bogie trailing wheelset.

4.3 Rail displacement over time

The material properties used in this track model were collected from references which present different track models. Therefore, there is no guarantee that this model will behave as the models in the references, or a real track. Validation of the model is not addressed here and is left as a future development. Despite this, the analysis of the displacements of the rails still provides relevant information about the differences
between the two loading scenarios. Figure 13 (a) depicts the vertical and lateral displacement of the rail nodes at the 675.3 m mark, i.e., the second straight section. Both loading approaches produce virtually the same displacement in the vertical direction. Albeit with small deviations, the lateral displacements of the rails resulting from the two loading approaches present roughly the same shapes and magnitudes. In the realistic loading approach, the difference between the left and right rail lateral displacements is a result of the hunting oscillation, a self-adjusting motion of the wheelset. The assumption of a simplified loading seems reasonable for a vehicle running on a straight track with no irregularities and no flange contact.
Figure 13: Displacement of the rail nodes: (a) on the straight section \( (s = 675.3 \text{ m}) \), and (b) on the curved section \( (s = 1055.7 \text{ m}) \).

Figure 13 (b) shows the vertical and lateral displacement of the rail nodes at the 1055.7 m mark, i.e., the second curved section. For convenience, the left and right rail are referred to as inner and outer rail with respect to the curve. For both loading approaches, the evolution of the vertical displacement is similar to that of the straight
section. In the simplified loading, the displacements of the left and right rail are virtually the same, while in the realistic loading, the displacements present some variations, with the outer rail presenting larger displacements due to the vehicle weight transfer. In the lateral direction, the displacements produced by the simplified loading present similar shapes but with a small difference in magnitude. On the other hand, in the realistic loading, the outer and inner rail behave differently, with the former being subjected to larger deformations. In this case, the simplified loading does not provide an accurate representation of the behavior of the track.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a methodology to automatically generate finite element meshes of railway tracks with arbitrary geometry. The methodology allows building tracks models given that track design geometry, irregularities, and material and geometric properties are provided. The track model presented in this work is used for the dynamic analyses of railway vehicles, which typically involve long track lengths. Therefore, the ballast or slab is modeled using spring-damper elements to ease the computational burden of the procedure. Although this modeling approach is insufficient for geotechnical studies, the presented methodology can be adapted by substituting the spring-damper elements by continuum elements. Accurate representation of track geometry and flexibility, together with suitable contact models, enables the studies to be performed over
curved track sections. A comparative study on the dynamics of a track is performed to highlight the difference between using prescribed and realistic loading over curved sections. However, note that the track and vehicle analyses are decoupled. Therefore, this study does not consider the flexibility of the rail in the evaluation of the wheel-rail contact forces. In future works, a co-simulation procedure where both the finite element and multibody codes run concurrently will be employed to capture the coupling between the vehicle and track dynamics. However, by performing a dynamic analysis of a track using the wheel-rail force history extracted from a multibody analysis, in which the track is modeled as a rigid structure, lowers the computational burden of the procedure and still provides useful insights. The simplified loading, typically used in track dimensioning, is a reasonable approach for analyses on straight track sections. However, caution is advised when considering this approach on curved track sections. The results show that the lateral force provided by the simplified loading approach corresponds to an underestimation of the realistic contact force developed between the leading wheelset and the outer rail of the curve. Consequently, the prescribed and realistic loading approaches lead to different track behaviors, especially noticeable in the lateral direction.
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